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A Database

“A collection of related data, organized to allow a computer to
efficiently answer questions about that data. A database
management system (DBMS) is the software used to store,
manage, and retrieve the data in a database.”

- Encyclopedia of Geographic Information Science, 2008

Database Features

Image source: https://www-03.ibm.com/ibm/history/
ibm100/us/en/icons/system360/impacts

� Computationally efficient

� Data independence

� Data integrity

� Self-describing



Database Models

Image source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database_model

The Relational Model

Originally proposed by Edgar Codd in 1970

Image source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relational_model

Tables

The central component of the relational database is the table

Image source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relational_database

Relational Database Principles

Codd had 12 rules; the following are fundamental principles

1. Attributes drawn from a domain

2. Order is irrelevant

3. Records must be distinct

4. Data items should be indivisible



Domains and Types

Values for specific attributes are drawn from an allowable set
called a domain. Attributes are assigned data types, which
limits the allowable values and operations that can be
performed.

� Variable characters / Text (string)

� Integers (whole numbers)

� Reals / Floats (decimal numbers)

� Time and Date

Keys and Joins

This structure helps to insure the integrity of the data and
makes it possible to relate values in one table to values in
another using an attribute they hold in common: a unique ID
code called a primary key.

SQL

SQL is the language for creating and manipulating relational
databases; originally based on relational algebra, it uses
declarative commands in English.

SELECT county name, pop AS population
FROM countypop
WHERE state=’NY’ AND pop > 50000
ORDER BY pop;

SQL Statement Components

SQL is an international standard, first formalized in SQL-86.
Major revisions in SQL-92 and SQL:1999. Last revision
SQL:2011.

Image source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL



Subsets of the SQL Language

� Data Manipulation Language
� SELECT... FROM... WHERE
� INSERT... INTO... VALUES
� DELETE FROM... WHERE
� UPDATE... SET... WHERE

� Data Definition Language
� CREATE...
� DROP...
� ALTER...
� RENAME...

� Data Control Language
� GRANT...
� REVOKE...
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Database Objects

Database
� Schema

� Table (or object)
� Attribute / Column

Sample Data - NYC Weather

The gep664 database has three schemas: nyc, nys, and public.
We’ll use weather data tables in the nyc schema as examples:

nyc.weather daily : observations made at varying intervals
(between 10 and 60 minutes) for stations in the
NYC metro area from 2013 to 2015

nyc.weather reptype : code descriptions for classifying the
type of geophysical surface observations

nyc.weather station : location details for the ten stations in
the NYC metro area that are included in the
weather daily table

Source: NOAA’s Local Climatological Database (LCD)



Selection and Projection

Selection (subset of rows)

SELECT ∗
FROM nyc.weather station
WHERE elevation > 50;

Projection (subset of columns)

SELECT station id, station name, elevation
FROM nyc.weather station;

Beware of selecting or projecting everything for large datasets

SELECT ∗
FROM nyc.weather daily;
LIMIT 100;

Multiple Criteria

Boolean logic, numbers and strings, sorting

SELECT thedate, drybulb temp f
FROM nyc.weather daily
WHERE drybulb temp f > 95
AND station id = ’WBAN:94728’
ORDER BY the date DESC;

Grab distinct records

SELECT DISTINCT station id
FROM nyc.weather daily;

Pattern Matching

Find stations that begin with NEW

SELECT ∗
FROM nyc.weather station
WHERE station name LIKE ’NEW%’;

Find stations where NY is embedded in the value

SELECT ∗
FROM nyc.weather station
WHERE station name LIKE ’%NY%’;

Timestamps

Year and month stored in their own field

SELECT station id, thedate, drybulb temp f
FROM nyc.weather daily
WHERE year=2015 AND month BETWEEN 6 AND 8;

Pull data out of timestamp field

SELECT station id, thedate, drybulb temp f
FROM nyc.weather daily
WHERE EXTRACT (YEAR FROM thedate)=2015
AND EXTRACT (MONTH FROM thedate) BETWEEN 6 AND 8;



Functions

SELECT COUNT(weather id) AS records,
MIN(drybulb temp f) AS mintemp,
MAX(drybulb temp f) AS maxtemp,
MAX(drybulb temp f) − MIN(drybulb temp f) AS difference,
AVG(drybulb temp f) AS avgtemp
FROM nyc.weather daily
WHERE year=2015;

Group By

SELECT year, month,
COUNT(weather id) AS records,
MIN(drybulb temp f) AS mintemp,
MAX(drybulb temp f) AS maxtemp,
AVG(drybulb temp f) AS avgtemp
FROM nyc.weather daily
WHERE year=2015
GROUP BY year, month
ORDER BY month;

Having

SELECT year, month,
COUNT(weather id) AS records,
MIN(drybulb temp f) AS mintemp,
MAX(drybulb temp f) AS maxtemp,
AVG(drybulb temp f) AS avgtemp
FROM nyc.weather daily
WHERE year=2015
GROUP BY year, month
HAVING MAX(drybulb temp f) < 50
ORDER BY month;

Nulls

Nulls represent missing values or the absence of data. Capture
with IS NULL or IS NOT NULL

SELECT station id, thedate
FROM nyc.weather daily
WHERE drybulb temp f IS NULL
AND year=2015;
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Subqueries

Query within a query. Inner query can return a value, row, or
table to outer query

SELECT station id, thedate, drybulb temp f
FROM nyc.weather daily
WHERE year=2015 and month=1 and station id =
(SELECT station id
FROM nyc.weather station
WHERE station name LIKE ’JFK\%’);

Subqueries with Many Results

Requires a key word: IN, ANY, ALL, EXISTS, NOT EXISTS

SELECT station id, thedate, drybulb temp f
FROM nyc.weather daily
WHERE year=2015 and month=1 and station id IN
(SELECT station id
FROM nyc.weather station
WHERE elevation > 50);

Joins

SELECT d.thedate, s.station name, d.drybulb temp f
FROM nyc.weather station s, nyc.weather daily d
WHERE s.station id=d.station id
AND s.station name LIKE ’JFK%’
AND d.year=2015
ORDER BY thedate;



Inner Joins

Two different syntaxes, same result:

SELECT DISTINCT d.reptype, rep.repname
FROM nyc.weather reptype rep, nyc.weather daily d
WHERE d.reptype=rep.reptype;

SELECT DISTINCT d.reptype, rep.repname
FROM nyc.weather reptype rep
INNER JOIN nyc.weather daily d ON
(d.reptype=rep.reptype);

Note the DISTINCT command is being used here as an example - it is not an implicit part of the Join statements.

Leave it out, and you’ll return reptype and repname for every record.

Left Outer Join

SELECT DISTINCT d.reptype, rep.reptype, rep.repname
FROM nyc.weather reptype rep
LEFT OUTER JOIN nyc.weather daily d ON
(d.reptype=rep.reptype);

Types of Joins

Image source: http://www.w3resource.com/sql/joins/sql-joins.php

Combining Results

These operations require that the structure of the two tables
are compatible: same number of columns and same data types.

Image source:
http://developer.e-power.com.kh/difference-between-union-intersect-except-in-sql-server/



Example of Combining Results

Insert UNION, INTERSECT, or EXCEPT

(SELECT station id, station name
FROM nyc.weather station)
UNION
(SELECT station id, station name
FROM phl.weather station);
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Updating Database Records

Add new rows

INSERT INTO nyc.weather stations
VALUES (’WBAN:04781’, ’ISLIP AIRPORT NY US’, 25.6,

40.7939, −73.1017);

Update existing rows

UPDATE nyc.weather stations
SET station name=’ISLIP LI MACARTHUR AIRPORT NY US’
WHERE station id = ’WBAN:04781’;

Delete rows

DELETE FROM nyc.weather stations
WHERE station id= ’WBAN:04781’;
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Due Next Class

The following are due at the beginning of our next class:

Assignment #2

Posted on the course website (under Assignments)

Readings for Class #3

Listed in the syllabus, posted on the library’s E-Reserve page

Homework Guidelines
Instructions and homework template are posted on the course
website (Under Readings and Docs)

https://spatdb.commons.gc.cuny.edu/

Homework Template

Sample Data - NYS Economic Data by ZIP

The nys schema in the gep664 database has NY State
economic data from the Census:

nys.acs2014 labforce : resident labor force participation and
employment from the 2010-2014 American
Community Survey, by ZIP Code Tabulation Area
(ZCTA)

nys.zbp2014 : number of business establishments with
employees and payroll from the 2014 ZIP Code
Business Patterns, by ZIP Code

nys.zbp flags : codes and descriptions for footnotes in the
ZBP table

nys.zips : List of all ZIP Codes, with their postal cities
and the ZCTA that each ZIP is correlated with
(for residential ZIPs) or located in (for
non-residential ZIPs)


